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Abstract 

In this short note, we describe the reasoning that makes the standard mathematical defini- 
tion of a function (as a set of ordered pairs) more natural for students in an introduction to 
computer science course. 

Standard Definition of a Function 

T 
he standard definit ion of  a function is not 100% 
intuitive. The introductory course in computer  sci- 
ence typically reviews the basic mathemat ical  defi- 

nitions and relates them to concepts  in computer  science 
(see, e.g., [1]). One of  these definitions, a func t ion f f rom 
the set X to the set Y, is defined as a set o f  ordered pairs 
(x,y) such that for every xe  X there exists one and only one 
y • Y for which (x,y) • f. 

Compute r  science students usually know this defini- 
tion f rom prerequisite mathemat ics  classes. Mathemat ics  
and computer  science textbooks usually explain this defi- 
nition using an example  of  a function f rom real numbers  
(or integers) to real numbers ,  where the pairs (x,(x)) fo rm a 
graph. However,  students often do not feel comfor tab le  
with this definition, especial ly  when it is applied to input 
data that is more  compl ica ted  than real numbers  or  inte- 
gers. For instance, consider boolean functions not and, simi- 
larly, and, that can be defined as { (true,false), (false,true) } 
and  { ( ( t r u e , t r u e ) , t r u e ) ,  ( ( t rue ,  fa l  s e ) , f a l s e ) ,  
((false,true),false), ((false,false),false)}, respectively. 

In this note, we describe an additional explanation 
that makes  this definition more  intuitive for our students. 
We hope  that this explanation will be  useful to other teach- 
ers of  the compute r  science introductory course. 

An Intuitive Explanation 

In compute r  science we are main ly  interested in the func- 
tions that can be actually computed; that is, functions for 
which there exists an algori thm that t ransforms an arbi- 
trary input x • X into an output f(x). In other words,  a 
function can be given as a program,  a p rogram function, or 
a p rogram procedure.  

In some cases, we know the algorithm that computes  
f ix) f rom x. However,  in many  cases we do not know the 
algorithm (e.g., consider buying software f rom a company) .  

The p rogram works  as a black box illustrated as follows. 

• We input x ,  

• Something occurs, but we do not know what, and 
• f(x) appears. 

To describe each computation, we can record what we see: 
• Each input value, x, and 
• The corresponding output value, fix). 

The diary (or record) of  the computat ion process then 
contains two entries: x andf(x), with x being the first and 
f(x) the second. Thus,  the diary representing each compu-  
tation constitutes an ordered pair, (x, f(x)), of  entries. Sup- 
pose  a computa t ion  takes a string f rom the set {apple, 
atoyota,  eve, axle, pop} and returns true i f  the string is a 
pal indrome and false, otherwise. Then the diary will record 
the fo l lowing:  (apple , fa lse) ,  (a toyota , t rue) ,  (eve, true) ,  
(axle,false), (pop,true).  

Because  the function can be applied to different val- 
ues x • X to describe the function, we must  describe all 
possible computat ions;  that is, all possible  pairs (x,f(x)). 
When we design a function, we do not know which inputs 
x will be used first and which inputs will be used later. 
Because  there is no specific order be tween the different 
pairs (x,f(x)), these pairs form a set. Indeed, f rom the com-  
puter  science viewpoint ,  it is natural to represent  a function 
f a s  a set of  ordered pairs (x,f(x)). 
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